
To Open Office Bug Report Team
Above all, thank you for a wonderful job at the OOo Protect. This bug report will be sent to you as 
ODF and PDF formats, for your convenience. 
I am using OOo 2.3 in XP and Ubuntu.
I would like to report a bug that is apparent in both OS. It is hard to explain the bug in words so I will 
use screen shots. Look at the appearance of the paragraphs after Bullets and Numbering applied. Three 
levels are shone.

as you can see, the right side is aligned perfectly with its border regardless of the numbering level.

The bug appears in the Hebrew RTL orientation.



Look at the number ''1'', it starts 0 mm from the right page boundary, and look at the end of the line, it 
is  finished at  0 mm from its  left  boundary.  This is perfect but  look at  the letter  pronounced) "א" 
''Aleph''), its starts 10 mm from the right boundary. Here is the bug, the paragraph ends 10 mm from the 
left boundary. Look at the letter ''I'', it starts 20 mm from right boundary and ends 20 mm form the left 
boundary.
Note: Each square is 5 mm on 5 mm.

Conclusion: the paragraph ends at the same distance from its beginning in RTL 
layout. In LTR layout the bug does not appear.

There is a possibility to correct this by marking the paragraph and selecting from the menu bar:
Format → paragraph 



in the dialog box go to → indent & spacing → after text.
in the ''after text'' attribute write -10.00mm (note that there is a minus sign)



and the result looks like this:



Know it looks well. I can repeat the simple procedure and by writing -20.00mm at the � after text� 
attribute I can make it appear as:



I would appreciate it if you could fix the bug.

Thank You

Gil


